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Abstract: The relationship hetween mental representation and con-
sciousness is considered. What it mearLs to 'represent', and several

Ape.; ct' representation (e.9., analogue, digital, spatial, linguistic,
mathematical), are described. Concepts relevant to mental represen-
tation in general (e.g., multiple levels of'processing, structure/process
difference.s, mapping) and in specific domains (e.g., mental imagery,
linguisti c/propositional theories, prodnction systems, connectionism,
dynamic',s) ure di,scussed. Similarities (e.g., using distin.ctions between
dffirent Jbrms of representation to predict di.fferent forms of con-
sciousness, parullels between digital architectures of the brain and
connectionist mrstlels) and dissociations (e.g., fusensitivity to gaps in
subjective expcrience, explicit memory/implicit memory, automatic
proc es s ittg/c o n t ro I letl p ro c es s ing, b lindsight, neglect, prediction/
explanation) of nrental representation and consciousness are dis-
cussed. It is conc'ludcd that representational systems are separable

from consciott.s/t(',r.t ,\.)t.\lems, and that mental representation appears
necessa,y bul not .stlficient for consciousness. Considerations for
future research on (orrespondences between representation and con-
sciousness are,sttugcs taLl.

The concept ol'nrcntal representation is fundamental to studies of con-
sciousness. In lhc discussion here, the idea of what it mcans to 'repre-
sent'in t gerrcral sense will be considered, and criteria important in
clctinirrg thc rrtturc of representation are discussed. Ideas regarding
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representation in generai are then applied to the special case ofmental
representation, and severai hypothesized forms of mental representa-
tion are described. Possible similarities and analogies, as well as pos-
sible dissociations, of mental representation and consciousness are
mentioned, and speculation on the relationship between mental repre-
sentation and consciousness is offered. The presentation is seiective,
but broad enough to provide an introduction to issues in mental repre-
sentation and how mental representation relates to consciousness.

I: What Is Representation?

The notion of 'representation' implies at least two separate but func-
tionally related domains or worlds: a represented world and a repre-
senting world. The representation is an element within the
representing world, and it reflects, stands fo1 or signifies some aspect
of the represented worid. In understanding a representational system,
it is important to specify (a) which aspects of the represented world
are being represented, (b) which aspects of the representing world
instantiate or otherwise encode the representation, and (c) what are
the correspondences between the represented world and representing
world. The answers to these questions specify a representational
system.

The Represented and Representing Worlds

Palmer ( 1978) discussed the relationship between a represented world
and a representing worid, and a simplified example based on his dis-
cussion is shown in Figure 1. In Panel A is the represented worlcl, a

domain consisting ofjust four objects. There are many types of infor-
mation regarding these objects that could be represented (e.g., size,
shape, colour, density, history, chernical composition, location, agc, or
any other quality or dimension of the objects that could be categorizccl
or measured), and for the purpose of this example, information about
the heights of objects will be represented. There are a potentially
unlimited number of representing worlds or forms of representation
available, and three possible worlds for representing information
about the heights of objects in Panel A are illustrated in Panels B, C,
and D. The representing worlds in Panels B, C, and D each differ in
the content of the representing world, in which aspects of each repre-
scnting world is actuaily doing the representing, and in the correspon-
dence between the represented information and the representing
dimension.
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Figure 1. An illustration of the differences between the represented and
three possible representing worlds. Panel A contains the represented
world, and Panels B, C, and D illustrate three different representational sys-
tems for signifying the heights of objects in Panel A. Adapted from Palmer
(1 978).

In Panel B, heights of objects in the represented world are repre-
sented by line length, and greater heights in the rcpresented world are

signiliccl by longer line lengths in the representing world. In Panel C,
hcighls ol'ob.iccls in the represented world are represcnted by surface
:rrcl, arrtl incrcascs in lrcight are signified by increascs in surface area.
'l hc rcpresenting ob.jccts arc dif-fbrent shapes, but becausc shape is not
spcci ficd in the corrcspondcncc bctween represented and representing
worlds, shape is not rclevant lo tlrc rcprcsentation per se (i.e., shape is
licc to vary). Indeed, in many potcntill rcpresenting worlds, dimen-
sions other than those involved in sigrrif ying thc represented informa-
tion are unconstrained or unspecified by r:orrcspondences between
represented and representing worlds (i.e., arc liec lo vary). In Panel D,
heights ofobjects in the representing world are represcntcd by the pat-
tern of connectivity of the elements in the representing world, and dif-
ferences in hcight arc signified by the direction of the associations
(linkages bclwccn obiccts point towartl thc shortcr object).
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Despite reliance on different representing dimensions and on dif-
ferent correspondences, Panels B, C, and D are informationally equiv-
alent regarding heights of objects in Panel A. However, not all
representations of a given type of information are equivalent in the

ease of accessing or using that information (e.g., it is easier to visually
retrieve height information regarding objects in Panel A from Panel B
than from Panel C). Although there is no correlation between surface

area (i.e., the representing dimension) and shape in Panel C, values of
nonrepresenting dimensions can influence cognition of representing

dimensions when significant correlations are present (e.g., Algom er

al., 1985;Garner, 1974; Shepard, 1991 ), and make a given representa-

tional system lnore or less easy or inhritive to use. In general, corre-

spondences between the represented world and the representing world
can be abstract and arbitrary, as long as those correspondences remain
consistent within a given representational system. As a consequence,

representation is not necessarily correlated with resembiance; indeed,

the representations in Panels B, C, and D do not resemble the stimuli
in Panel A.

Forms of Representation

Several different forms of representation exist, and these different
forms exhibit different properties. The form of representation most

useful for a given type of information depends upon the nature of the

information or the use to which that information will be put.

Analogue Representation. In analogue representation, there is a third
potential data point between any two other data points, and the repre-

sentation is relatively continuous. An example of this is a traditional
clock; although the ciock face is usually divided into 12 sections

demarcated by the numbers 1 through 12, the space between any two
points (e.g., between ' 1 ' and '2') is continuous and can be divided into
an arbitrary number of smaller units. A traditional clock could in prin-
ciple display an infinite number of times by dividing the continuous
space of the clock face into increasingly smaller units. Older technolo-
gies ofaudio recording and reproduction used a form ofanalogue rep-
resentation in which auditory information was represented by
characteristics of a continuous groove cut into the surface of a vinyl
album. Many measuring instrurnents utilize analogue representation
(e.g., a thermorneter in which the height of a column of mercury
changes, a gauge in which weight or velocity is signified by the posi-
tion ofa needle on a dial).
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Digital Representation. In digitai representation, there is not neces-

sarily a third potential data point between any two other data points.

and the representation is composed of separate and discrete parts. An
example of this is a digital clock, which can portray only a finite set of
discrete times. Visual displays such as television screens and com-

puter monitors are digital representations consisting of arrays of dis-

crete pixel units. Although traditional painting involves analogue

representation, pointillist painting involves digitai representation'

Similarly, the grain in a photographic print reflects digital representa-

tion. Newer auditory technology involving CDs and mp3s uses digital

representation in which the amplitude of a continuous auditory wave-

form is measured at thousands of points per second, and those numeri-

cal values are electronically stored. When a recording is played, those

numerical values specify the amplitude of the auditory waveform.

Digital representation can be perceptually indistinguishable from ana-

logue representation if the parts (e.g., pixels, grains, temporal inter-

vals) are sufhciently smail.

Spatial Representation. In spatial representation, location or orienta-

tion within an n-dimensional spatial coordinate system signifies the

information being represented. An example of a spatial representation

is a two-dimensional road map in which the relative positions of cities,

roads, and other landmarks ofa given area are the represented infor-
mation. Space may be a treated as a continuous dimension as in ana-

loguc representation, but continuity is not essential for spatial

reprcsentation (e.g., a grid systern in which location is specihed on the

basis ofthe nearest line or intersection is a spatial representation that

is non-analogue). A spatial rrap directly shows spatial configuration,
but infbrmation regarding other quantities (e.g., the distance between

any two specific locations) must be calculatcd by measuring map dis-

tancc anci adjusting for scale.

Li ng u i:; t i c Repres entatior. In linguistic reprcsentation, information is

mappecl onto elements of language. Language is a useful representa-

ticlnal lbrm For a wide variety of information, and bccause connections

betwccn symbols used in language and the referents clf those symbols

are arbitrary, there are a potentially limitless number of written and

spokcr-r ibrms. However, even though language is more abstract and

flexible than are many other representational systems, it is not aiways

the optimal representational system for every purpose, as sometimes

information might be more easily or efficiently encoded or retrieved

using an analogue, spatial, or other form of representation (e.g., 'a
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picture is worth a thousand words'). Linguistic representation is simi-
lar to digital representation in that language consists ofdiscrete units
(e.g., letters, words), but language exhibits generativity that is not part

ofdigital representation per se. Language can represent spatial infor-
mation (e.g., 'the table is to the right of the chair'), but linguistic rep-

resentation is always digital, whereas spatial representation can be

digital or analogue.

Mathematical Representation. Inmathematical representation. quan-

tities are mapped onto specific (sets of) objects. An example of this is

RGB color specification in which each hue is uniquely represented by

a set ofthree numbers that reflect the percentage ofred, green, or blue
within that hue. Mathematical representation can involve one-to-one

mapping of objects to quantities or involve many-to-one mapping of a

large mass of data (information) to a single equation or set of equa-

tions. Locations along a line can be represented by the equation ofthat
line, and in this, mathematical representation combines elemcnts of
spatial representation and digitai representation. The ultimate rnathe-

matical (and digital) representation is binary coding, in whioh any

instruction can be coded as a sequence of0s and 1s. Indeed, a univer-

sal Turing machine capable of emulating any other computational
device can in principle be programmed using only a long string of 0s

and 1s. The firing of a given neuron is all-or-nothing, and so could be

coded as 0 (not firing) or 1 (firing; cf. McCulloch & Pitts, 1965); thus,

a given pattern ofneural activity could also be coded as a long string
of0s and 1s.

II: Mental Representation

Ifideas about representation discussed in Part I are considered within
the context of cognition, then the represented world is the external,
perceived, lived-in physical environment, and thc rcpresenting world
is information regarding the represented world cncoded within a cog-
nitive system. Mental representation thus involves representation

within a cognitive system. Several technical overviews of mental rcp-
lesentation are available (e.g., Clapin. 2002; Fodor, 1985; Sigcl.
1999; Stich & Warfield, 1995), and Part II provides a less tcchnicirl
introduction to selected issues in tncntal reDresentation.

Critical Concepts

Theorizing regarcling nrcntal representation has tlccttrrccl within an

inforrnation- proccss i ng perspective, and thi s perspcc t I \' o enrphasizes
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the existence of multipie levels of representation, differences between
structures and processing, and mapping.

Multiple Levels of Representation. Almost every theory and model in
psychology and cognitive science posits multiple levels of representa-

tion. There are structures at each level, and properties of these struc-
tures vary from levei to level. The most weil-known example of a
cognitive model that involves multiple levels of representation is the

Atkinson-Shiffrin ( 1968) model of memory involving sensory mem-
ory, short term (working) memory, and long term memory. Other
examples include Rosch e/ al.'s (1976) levels of subordinate, basic,

and superordinate catcgorization, Marr's (i982) levels of primal
sketch, 2% D sketch, and 3 D representation in visual processing, and

Treisman and Gelade's (1980) leveis of preattentive processes and

focused attention in l-eature integration. In each ofthese cases, there

are different structurcs at each levei, and representations at different
levels exhibit di fFcrcnt properties. I

Structures and ProL:a.s.se.r. 'Structures'invoive parts of the representa-

tion, and 'processes' involve what is done to the information within a
structure, how that information is used, and how that information is

moved from structure to structure. Different levels of processing ustt-
ally contain different slructures and different processes, and there are

different processes lirr rnoving information between different sets of
strucrures. Earlier in f urmati on-processing models drew sharp distinc-
tions between structurcs ancl processes, but in more recent models dis-
tinctions between slructurcs and processes are not as clear (e.g.,

working memory nright cclrrespond to that part of long-term memory
that is most activirlcrl, Cantor & Engle, 1992). In connectionist
approaches, distirrctions between structure and process are blurred
even more. Noncthclcss, the distinction is useftll, in part because dif-
ferent brain irnaging techniques emphasize either structure (e.g.,

MRI, (:'l') or llroccss (e.g., fMRI, PET) information.

Mtt1t1tirr,q. Vlapping involves a connection between two structures.
Wlrcn irrlirrrnation at one level of representation or in one structtrrc is

l.rirssc:rl on to or influences information at another level of rcpresenta-
liorr or in another structure, the information at the first lcvcl or stnlc-
Irrrc: is said to be mapped onto the information at thc sccond lcvcl or

A slightly different notion involves so-called'levels ofproccssing' or'tlcptlt ol'prrtcess-
,rr1'(e.g-,Craik&Lockhart,1972;Craik&Tulving, 1975),butinthiscasc,itisnotclear
rlr;rt so-called deeperprocessing actually involves changcs in thc stnlclrlrcs involved, but
,rrry rarthcr involvc a rlil'{crcnl typc ol'proccssing wrtlrin lhc sirnrc structurc.

Irl
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stnrcture. An example of this occurs in the visual system, in which a
retinotopic map of the activation pattern in the retina is preserved in
the activation patterns in the lateral geniculate nucleus and in primary
visuai cortex. This mapping of information from one set of structures
to a second set of structures can be seen in neural network or
connectionist approaches in which input units map onto internal (hid-
den) units which in turn map onto output units. Mapping can involve
feedforward or feedback connections, and can involve one-to-one,
one-to-many, or many-to-one patterns of connectivity.

Forms of Mental Representation

Different cognitive theories and models posturate different forms of
mental representation, and correspondences between the represented
external physical world and the representing cognitive dornain are dif-
ferent in different theories and models.

Mental Imagery. The form of mental representation underlying the
experience of mental imagery has been extensively debated. Kosslyn
( 1 980; I 98 I ) and Shepard and Cooper ( I 9g2) suggested properties of
mental imagery reflected analogue representation, and paivio 09g6)
argued for the existence of separate image-based and verbal-based
forms of encoding. However, pyiyshyn (l9gl; l9g4) suggested
apparent properties of irnagery reflected demand characteristics, tacit
knowledge, experimenter effects, and did not reflect properties of
analogue representation per se, and that there was no reason to posit a
separate form of anaiogue representation to explain data on mental
imagery. Unfortunately, this debate is muddred by 'analogue'being
used in two distinct ways: in the sense mentioned earlier to s'ggest the
presence of intermediate values (e.g., Cooper & Shepard, 1973), but
more commonly, in the sense of 'anaiogous'to suggest that the image
resembles (in a functional sense) that which it represents (e.g.,
Kosslyn, 1980; Shepard,1975). The latter usage represenrs a strong
theoretical claim, as the notion of representation does not require i
representation to resemble that which it represents.

In addition to considering whether imagery invorves analogue rep-
resentation, investigators have considered whether mental reoresenta-
tion involved in imagery is similar to'rental representationlnvolved
rn perception. Experiments that demonstrate similar patterns of
responses to imaged stimuli and to perceived stimuli (e.g., Farah,
1985;Finke & Kurtzman, l98l;Finte & Schmidt, 1977;Hubbard &
Stoeckig, 1988; Shepard & podgorny, lgTg), that imagery and per_
ception within the same modality interfere with each other more than
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do imagery and perception in different modalities (e.g., Brooks , 196g,
Segal & Fusella, 1970), and that imaged stimuii activate the same
areas of the brain as do perceived stimuli (e.g., Farah, lggg; Kosslyn
et al.,1993 zatorre et at.,1996) are consistent with claims that menial
representations underlying imagery and perception are similar. Finke
(1980) suggested that mental representations underlying imagery and
perception were equivalent at multiple levels of processing lsee also
Finke, 1989; Finke & Shepard, l9g6).

Linguistic/Propositionar. There are many theories and models in osv-
chology and cognitive science in which linguistic or propositional
representation is used. In early hierarchical models of long-term
memory information was stored iocalry and at the most generar level
possible (e.g., Collins & euillian, 1969). In later spreading activation
(e.g., Collins & Loftus, 1975) orpropositional le.g., AnAeison, l9g3)
network models, the configuration of nodes and the lengths of the
linkages reflected the association strength between concepts. In such
models, semantic memory was usually the focus. The prevarence of
linguistic and propositional representation within models and theories
might suggest that language influences or shapes mentar representa-
tion of semantic information; although a strong version of tire Sapir-
whorf notion that language constrains thought overstates the case, it
might be that certain distinctions are more easily perceived or remem-
bered ifappropriate verbal categories are availabie. Along these rines,
Fodor (1975) proposed a .language of thought' that contained the
same fundamental categories as ranguage and served as a framework
or scaffolding for language.

Production Systems. A production system (also referred to as proce-
dural memory) is similar to a linguistic or propositional representa_
tion, but is sufficiently different to be considered a distinct tvpe of
representational system. Arthough information within production svs-
tems might appear linguistic orpropositional, the organization of such
information is different from the organization typicalry seen in hierar-
chical or network moders. production systems exhibit an ,if-then,
conditional structure- If information in the 'if'portion of the produc-
tion system matches the current content of working memory, then
information in the 'then' part of the production system is activated or
executed. Production systems are typicalry discussed in regard to the
representation of motor skills, but there is no principled reason *hy
the range of possible actions and outputs represented by or
instantiated in production systems could not be expanded. Examples
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of cognitive models and theories containing production systems
include ACT* (Anderson, 1983) and SOAR (Newell, i990).

Connectionisn. Connectionist models (also referred to as neural net-
works and as parallel distributed processing models) describe the
'subsymbolic ievel' (Smolensky, I 988; 1 989) and'microstructure' of
cognition (Rumelhart & McClelland, 1986). A connectionist nefwork is
made up of nodes and of linkages between those nodes. Unlike spread-
ing activation or propositional network models in which linkages spec-
ify the fype of association, in connectionist models linkages specif,i the
strength (weight) of the association. Rather than storing information
locally at a single node as in traditional symbol-manipulation models,
information is instead distributed across large numbers of nodes and
'recreated'in the patterns of activation that occur in response to a stimu-
lus (for overviews, Anderson, 1995; Bechtel & Abramson, 1991;
Rumelhart & McClelland, 1986). Connectionism has been hailed by
some as inaugurating a paradigm shift within psychology (e.g., Schnei-
der, 1987), whereas others suggest connectionism involves the same
functional assumptions as traditional symbol-manipulation approaches
(e.g., Dawson, i998). Regardless, such networks exhibituseful proper-
ties including spontaneous generalization, graceful degradation, and
the absence ofan executive.

Some theorists have suggested connectionist models are more bio-
logically inspired or biologically consistent than are traditional sym-
bol-manipulation models. Upon first glance, a node might seem
analogous to a neuron, and a connection analogous to a synapse (e.g.,
Feidman & Ballard, i 982), but most investigators adopt a larger view
in which a node could represent a neuron, ganglia, moduie, lobe, or
other functionai unit of any size. In this sense, both the brain and
connectionist models are digital representational systems composed
of numerous discrete units. Interestingly, Smolensky (1988; 1989)
suggests variables (regarding the activation of a given node and the
connection strength between nodes) at the subsymbolic level
described by connectionism are essentially dynamic and continuous,
and so connectionist approaches might embody elements of dynamic
and analogue representation despite a digital architecture. However,
there are also significant differences between the architecfure and
functioning of many connectionist models and the architecture and
functioning of the brain (e.g., the brain does not exhibit connectivity
consistent with major learning rules used in connectionist modelling,
Crick & Asanuma, 1986; Douglas & Martin, 1991; Smolensky, 1988).
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Dynamics. Traditional information-processing approaches consid-
ered mental representations to be relatively static entities operated
upon by various processes or mapped onto various structures. A more
recent view is that mental representations are dynamic entities;
indeed, Giunti (1995) suggested that all cognitive systems are dynam_
ical systems. In one sense, this is triviaily true, as it has long been
known that mental representation exhibits changes over time (e.g.,
Bartlett, 1932; Carmichael et al., 1932), and although not typically
characterized in such terms, high-level schemata, scripts, and frames
that bias encoding, storage, and retrieval might all be thought of as
reflecting dynamic aspects of mental representation (see aiso Kelso,
1995; Port & van Gelder, 1995; Thelen & Smith, 1995). Freyd (19g7)
suggested mental representation was dynamic because it exhibited
spatiotemporal coherence, that is, it represented temporal information
(i.e., change) intrinsically and necessarily. An example of this
dynamic nature occurs in representationai momentum, a bias in
remembered location in which the remembered position of a target is
displaced along the anticipated path of motion (for review, Hubbard,
2005). As a consequence of its dynamic nature, a mentai representa-
tion is more similar to a process than to an afiay.

III: Similarities of Mental Representation and consciousness

Part I discussed relationships between a represented world and a rep-
resenting world, and Part II discussed how those ideas could be
applied to cognition. Part III discusses how ideas regarding relation-
ships between a represented world and representing world can be
applied to consciousness. Barring a mystical .pure' or ,objectless'

consciousness, we can reason by analogy and ask (a) which aspects of
the represented world are conscious, (b) which aspects of the repre-
senting worid are conscious, and (c) what is the correspondence
between the represented world and what is conscious. The answers to
these questions specify a consciousness system.

The Conscious World and the Representing World
'consciousness'has been defined or described in numerous ways (for
overviews, see Blackmore,2004; Farthing, 1992;Wallace & Fisher,
1999), but is still often treated as a relatively homogenous or mono_
lithic phenomenon. It is possible that a consideration of distinctions
within mental representation could suggest anaiogous distinctions
within consciousness. Indeed, moving from a homogenous or rnono_
lithic conception ofconsciousness to distinctions ofdifferent levels of
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consciousness or distinctions between structures and processes within
a consciousness system would parallel developments in mentai repre-
sentation (e.g., moving from an undifferentiated short-term memory
to a more detailed working memory composed of an executive,
visuo-spatial scratchpad, and articulatory rehearsal ioop, Baddeley,
1986). Additionally, greater knowiedge of leveis, structures, or pro-
cesses of consciousness, as weil as greater understanding ofmappings
between representational systems and consciousness systems, might
address subjective aspects of cognitive activity typically not
addressed within theories or models in psychology and cognitive sci-
ence (e.g., qualia, Hubbard, 1996).

In a representational system, it is clear that only a portion of the ele-

ments in the represented world are specified within the representation.
Similarly, and barring some type of panpsychism, it seems clear that in
a typical conscior"rsness system oniy a portion of the elements in the
represented world would be conscious. In a representational system,
there are potentialiy many different aspects of the representing world
that might be involved in instantiating the representation, and many
potentiai correspondences between the represented and representing
worlds (e.g., analogue representation might involve very different
correspondences than would digital representation). However, in a

consciousness system, which aspects of the representing world wouid
be conscious, and the correspondences befween the represented and
representing worlds and what is conscious, is not widely agreed upon
(aithough there have been numerous suggestions, e.g., re-entry and
the dynamic core, Edehnan & Tononi, 2000; temporal binding and 40

Hz oscillations, Crick & Koch, 1990; thalamocortical feedback loops,
Damasio, 1999).

Forms of Consciousness

Could consciousness correspond to a specific aspect ofthe represent-
ing world that was conscious or responsible for consciousness (e.g. a

structural theory), or to an aspect of the correspondence between the
represented and the representing world (e.g., a functional or process
theory)? Panels A, B, C, and D in Figure I showed different corre-
spondences between a represented world and different representing
worlds. Ifconsciousness reflects a correspondence between the repre-
sented world and the representing world, then the possibility of differ-
ent correspondences suggests the possibility of different forms of
consciousness. This would be consistent with the notion that con-
sciousness is a functional property reiated to the processes of
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representation (e.g., perhaps related to the mapping of information
rather than to the structure that information is mapped onto). Alterna-
tively, consciousness might reflect some aspect of the representing
world not necessarily correlated with the specific correspondence
betWeen the represented and the representing worlds. This would be

consistent with the notion that consciousness is a structural aspect of
the representational system (and perhaps a basic or nonreducible
property, cf. Chalmers, 1996).

Just as there might be different forms of mental representation
underlying different cognitive activities (e.g., analogue representa-
tion for mentai imagery propositional representations for semantic
material, production systems for motor skills), so too might there be

different types or levels ofconsciousness in different domains ofcog-
nitive activity. Indeed, if we accept a multiplicity of representational
systems for different types of mentai content, and if consciousness
arises from (or is otherwise linked to) mental representation, then
there might be a multiplicity of consciousness systems. Although it is
possible that different forms of mental representation give rise to dif-
ferent forms of consciousness that are phenomenologically equiva-
lent, it is possible that closer examination might reveal different forms
of consciousness that are not phenomenologically equivalent. Alter-
natively, there might be just one type of mental representation and just
one type ofconsciousness, but each ofthose types can hold a variety
of contents, and thus yield the appearance of multiple types of repre-
sentation and multiple types of consciousness.

OfNeurons and Nodes

The structure of the brain suggests mental representation involves a

digital representational system because the brain is constructed of a

very large number of separate and discrete units (neurons). Further-
more, the all-or-nothing firing that characterizes normal functioning
of individual neurons is a digital process, because an intermediate
state between firing and not firing does not exist. However, a consid-
erable literature within psychology and cognitive science suggests
mental representation might involve other forms of representation,
and so a nervous system built upon digital architecture might nonethe-
less be able to represent dynarnic or analogue information. Similarly, a
connectionist architecture is based on digital representation, but as

noted earlier, might be able to represent dynamic and analogue infor-
mation. The idea that a nervous system consisting of discrete neurons
that are vastly interconnected, and that a connectionist network
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consisting of discrete nodes that are vastly interconnected, can both
instantiate multiple forms of representation is suggestive. Such an

architecture might offer the greatest flexibility for mental representa-

tion, and also allow the possibility of multiple forms of mentai repre-

sentation and conscious experience.
A consideration of parallels between the distributed architecture of

the brain and the distributed architecture of a connectionist network,
coupled with the absence of a clear executive in the architecture of
connectionism, reveals a key point: there is no single place in the brain
or in a connectionist network where 'everything comes together'and
no central executive to receive the final output of that system's pro-
cessing (Dennett [991] argued that looking for a place where 'every-
thing comes together' to be presented to consciousness reflects
vestiges of Cartesian dualism, and he referred to such a place as the

Cartesian theater). Two other properties of the distributed architec-
ture of a connectionist network also converge with properties of the

brain: spontaneous generalization (i.e., appiying a response to a

related stimulus) and graceful degradation (i.e., the ability to produce
a correct response given degraded input). The convergence of archi-
tectures and properties suggests the existence ofconsciousness is con-
sistent with a connectionist (or perhaps digital/mathematical) mental
representation. Even so, the convergence is not complete (e.g., as

noted earlieq there are incompatibilities of the learning rules com-
monly used in connectionist systems with brain architecture).

Despite the partial convergence of the architecture and properties
of connectionist systems with the architecture and properties of the

brain, many theories and modeis in psychology and cognitive science
have not explicitly included or addressed consciousness. Such theo-
ries and models sometimes explicitly omit consciousness and see how
much progress can be made without requiring any appeal to con-
sciousness. Indeed, some theorists explicitly separate the 'computa-

tional mind' from the 'phenomenological mind' (e.g., Jackendoff,
1987). In one view, this amounts to ieaving the'hard problem'(i.e.,
why processes in the brain are accompanied by subjective experience,

Chalmers, 1995, 1996) for later. Even so, many earlier thcories and
models impiicitly included consciousness in the form of a

homunculus-like executive or decision process. The hope was that
further work would eventually replace a single homunculus-like exec-
utive with numerous simpler structures (i.e., would 'discharge the

homunculus') until ultimately all that was left was a myriad of binary
units (e.g., neurons) whose sum of activity resulted in the cognitive
process in question.
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IV: Dissociations of Mental Representation
and Consciousness

Part III discussecl possible analogies and convergences between men-
tal representation and consciousness, and these are consistent with the
notion the representing world and conscious world were highly simi-
lar or even identical. Flowever, the presence ofmental representation
does not guarantee thc prcsence of consciousness, and there are a

number of findings and considerations discussed in Part IV that sug-
gest the representing world and conscious world are separable and can
be dissociated.

Continuous Experience, I) i.s c rete Structure

Even though the structure ol'our nervous system is relatively digital
and discrete, our waking conscious experience seems relatively ana-
logue and continuous. Onc aspcct of the apparent continuity of con-
scious experience is an inscnsitivity to gaps or changes in our
sub.jcctive experience of thc cnvironment. One well-known example
involves the failure to noticc thc blind spot in the visual field that
rcsults fiom the lack of photorcccptors at the optic disk. Other exam-
plcs include failing to notice dill'crcnces between successive stimuli
in changc blindness (Simons, 2000; Simons & Ambinder, 2005) or
inattcntional blindness (e.g., Mack, 2003; Mack & Rock, 1998). In
changc blindness or inattentional blirr<lncss, consciousness fixes a

ccrtain porlion of a scene (conespontling to the representing dimen-
sion), and olhcr elements of the scene arc lcli free to vary. This is con-
sistcnt with thc carlier observation that dinrcnsions not specified by
thc corrcsponrlcncc between the represcntctl irnd representing world
were uncorlrilraincd. Also, such lack of constrlint could contribute to
a scnsc ol't continrrously existing self (but scc l)cnnett, 1991) and
illrrsoly c()niunctions {c.g., Treisman. 1986).

livitlence From the Laboratory

Dissociations between mental representation and consciousness have
been observed in numerous laboratory investigations. A listing of sev-
eral dichotomies in which one member of a pair is acconrpanied by
consciousness and the other member of that pair is nol lccornpanied
by consciousncss is given in Table 1. Two of the morc cornmon
dichotomies, cxplicit n1cmory vs. implicit memory, and autornatic
processing vs. cuntrollcrl proccssing, are briefly discussed.
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Associated with Consciousness Associated with a Lack of
Consciousness

Explicit Memory Implicit Memory
Controlled Processing Automatic Processing
Working Memory Long-Term Memory
Attended Stimuli Unanended Stimuli
Declarative Memory Procedural Memory
Supraliminal Perception Subliminal Perception
Strategic Control Automatic Control
Autonoetic Memory Noetic Memory
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revie% Moors & De Houwe r, 2006). For example, posner and Snyder
(1975) suggested an automatic process (a) occurs without conscious
or deliberate intention, (b) is not open;; conscious awareness and

lltfo,snecllonl.ung g) consumes few conscious resources (e.g., does
not use attention). In contrast, a controlled process (a) occurs onlywith conscious or deliberate intention. (b) is open,o .onr.iou, u*lr._
ness and introspection, and (c) consumes conscious resources (e.g.,
uses attention). Many tasks that initially involve controlled proi"r"r_
ing can with practice come to involve automatic pro."rring i".g.,LaBerge & Samuels, 1974; Schneider & Shiffrin, i977; Shiifrin"&
Schneider, 1977). Research on learning and automatization of skills
involves proceduraiization of informatln and actions, and this sLrg-
gests that production systems involve predominantry nonconscioJs
processing' Along these 1ines, one possibre purpose for consciousness
might be to facilitate learning of a new ,"rponr" when an automatic
procedure is not available or is no longer appropriat".

Evidence From The Clinic
Dissociations between conscious awareness and mental representa-
tion resulting from psychopathology have also been observed. Two ofthe most well-known, blindsight and neglect, are briefly discussed.

Blindsight. Damage to V1 in the occipital cortex can result in apparentfunctional blindness, even though ihe physicat eye is intact. Theblindness is for stimuri in whichever region of the visual field would
have been processed by the damaged co'rtex. Some patients nonethe-
less exhibit sensitivity to visual information in the blind area, and thatvisual information can influence their responding even though thev
have no conscious awareness of that visual inform"ation. ih;;;il;
sensitivity to perceptual information, coupled with the lack'of anvconscious awareness of that information, is referred ," ^r-ilrririii,(for overviews, see Stoerig & Cowey, i 997; Weiskr antz, 19g6; lggi):.For example, if a horizontal or verticar line is presented within thearea of the functional blindness, patients claim to not have visual
awareness of the rine. However, if patients are asked to guess the ori-entation of the line, some of them can 'guess' at a reverlignificantly
above chance. Other feafural informatiorisuch as colour, position, andshape can also be 'guessed'at an above chance revel, and bli"d;Gi;
patients can direct their eyes to rocations ofobjects in the blind field.
The existence of brindsight suggests that at reast some visuar informa-tion can be processed in the absence ofconsciousness.

Table 1. pairs of Cognitive processes in which
One Process is Accompanied by Consciousness2

Explicit Memory vs. Implicit Memo:. Information that a person
knows, and that the person is consciously aware that he or she knows,
is referred to as explicit memory. In other words, with explicit mem-
ory, the person has conscious awareness ofpossessing that informa_
tion and of having been exposed to that information. A different tvoe
of memory involves information that a person has been 

"*oor"jioand that influences his or her subsequent behaviour, but for which the
person does not have a conscious awareness ofpossessing that infor-
mation or of having being exposed to that information. This latter type
of memory is referred to as implicit memory (e.g., Graf & Masson,
1993; Kirsner et al., 1998; McBride,2007).3 An example of this
occurs when observers do not explicitly remember having been previ-
ously exposed to a stimulus, but that previous exposure nonetheress
resuits in apriming of the response to any subsequent exposure to that
stimuius. Although most commonly applied to memory, the
explicit/implicit distinction has also been applied to perception (e.g.,
Merikle & Daneman, 1998; Merikle et a1.,2001) and learning ie.l.,
Reber, 1993; Stadler & Frensch, 1997).

Automatic Processing vs. Controiled processing. The presence of
consciousness is often a criterion for whether a given pro."r, is con-
sidered to reflect automatic processing or controiled lrocessing (for

[2] Based on Table 5.1 in Solso et al. (2005).

[3] There is debate whether the. terms lmplicit' and 'explicit' actually refer to fwo types of
memory or two types of tasks, but for purposes here, the resolution of that debate'is not
critical. What is more critical for tbe current purpose is that tasks characterized as expticit
usually involve conscious awareness of the siimulus, whereas tasks characterized as
implicit usually do not involve awareness of the stimuii.
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Neglect. Damage to the right parietal lobe results in neglect or

nonresponsiveness to stimuli in the left visual flteld, and. this has been

referred to as neglect (for overview, see Bisiach, 1992)." Even though

a patient might not have conscious access to information in the

neglected field, such information can influence that patient's behav-

iour. In one example, patients were shown a drawing of two houses

that were vertically aligned (Marshali & Halligan, 1988). The houses

were identical, except that one was depicted with flames coming out

of the left side. Patients did not seem to be aware of the depiction of
flames, and they judged the houses to be the same. However, when

asked which house they might prefer to live in, patients repeatedly

picked the house without the flames. Patients appeared to process the

presence of the flames, but they weren't consciously aware of that

information. Neglect might reflect a disorder of attention (and con-

sciousness) rather than a disorder of perception, as neglect patients

bisect a line in their non-neglected visuai field as ifthey neglected a
portion ofthe line (Schenkenberg et al.,1980) and continue to neglect

a stimulus that moves from their neglected visual field into their
non-neglected visual field (Behrmann & Tipper,1994).

Top-Down and Bottom-[Jp Approaches

A top-down method to examine potential dissociations of conscious-
ness and mental representation would involve taking an organism that

normally exhibits consciousness, removing consciousness, and then

observing effects of that removal. This idea has given rise to a com-

monly discussed thought experiment: give blindsight patients practice

in discrimination and feedback conceming the accuracy of their
'guessing'. Could such patients improve enough so that their perfor-
mance would be indistinguishable from that of a normally sighted per-

son? A person without normal conscious experience, but who could
make the same behavioural responses (e.g., perceptual discrimina-
tions) as a person with normal conscious experience, has been called a

zombie (e.g., Moody,1994; Sutherland, 1995). The cognitive activi-
ties of a zombie could potentially be modelled using any of the forms

of mental representation described earlier, and the responses of a zom-

bie would in principle be indistinguishable (e.g., in the Turing test)

from the responses ofa person who possessed normal conscious expe-

rience. Such possibilities raise significant questions regarding the role

and purpose of consciousness (e.g., see Holt, 1999).

Damage to the left parietal lobe can result in neglect ornonresponsiveness to stimuli in the

right visual field, but such cases are fewer and less clear (Odgen, 1987).
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A bottom-up method to examine potential dissociations of con-
sciousness and mental representation would involve adding con-
sciousness to an organism that previously did not possess
consciousness, and then observing effects of that addition. Toward
this end, theorists have considered the related idea ofbuilding an arti-
ficially conscious system (i.e., constructing a device that instantiates a
given representational system, and examining whether that device
exhibits consciousness). Although artifrcially constructed devices
such as conscious robots or androids have been staples ofscience fic-
tion for years (e.g., Commander Data, C3PO, Robby the Robot), such
devices have not yet been produced. Proponents of artificial intelli-
gence suggest the technology is not yet sufficiently developed, but
that production of such devices will eventually be possible (e.g.,
Kurzweil, 1999), whereas skeptics suggest such possibilities are
impossible in principle regardless of how technology develops (e.g.,
Dreyfus, 1979; Searle, 1992). Interestingly, the computer was an
important tool and metaphor in the development of cognitive science,
and might become an important test case for a developing science of
consciousness (e.9., see Holland & Goodman, 2003;Prinz,2003).

P redic tio n vs. Exp I anatio n

Aithough knowledge of information encoded within the representa-
tion is sometimes sufficient for prediction, it is not sufficient for
expianation. For exampie, if traffic behaviour is being predicted, it
wouldn't matter if one person experienced the top light in a standard
traffic light configuration as closer to magenta and another person
experienced that light as closer to burgundy; both persons would stop
their vehicles because they had learned to associate illumination of the
upper light as a cue to stop. However, if an explanation or understand-
ing ofbehaviour is the goal, then it is often necessary to appeal to sub-
jective experience. For example, drive reduction theories refer to the
internal subjective experience of the organism (e.g., hunger, thirst),
and an appeal to subjective (conscious) experience is necessary in
order to avoid circularity in explaining why a given stimulus can func-
tion as a reinforcer. The possibiliry that different subjective experi-
ences could result in the same verbal or behavioural response, and the
possibility that explanation and even some types of prediction require
information regarding subjective experience, demonstrates the use-
fulness ofa role for conscious experience in theories ofmental repre-
sentation (see also Hubbard, 1996).

t4l
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V: Conclusions

There has been considerable theoretical development involving the

notion of representation, and it is possible that what is known about

representation and systems of representation could provide insight
regarding consciousness and systems ofconsciousness. Just as a sys-

tem ofrepresentation should specify which aspects ofthe represented

world are represented, which aspects of the representing world
instantiate the representation, and the correspondences between the

represented and representing worlds, so too a system ofconsciousness
should specifu which aspects ofthe represented world are conscious,

which aspects of the representing world instantiate consciousness,

and the correspondences between the represented world and con-
sciousness. Furthermore, the success of theories of mental representa-

tion that emphasize multiple levels of representation, distinctions
between structures and processes, and mapping suggest similar
emphases in theories of consciousness could be very useftil. Such a
representational approach to consciousness could clearly further the

integration ofcognitive science and consciousness studies, and could
provide further insight into consciousness and consciottsness sys-

tems, as well as further insight into cognition.
It is likely that only a portion of the represented world is actually

represented or is actually conscious. A consideration ofwhat aspects

ofthe representing world instantiate a representation reveals several

possibilities (e.g., functional resemblances in imagery patterns of
connectivity across multiple units). Widening this to consider which
aspects of the representing worid are conscious is more difficult, as

there is clear evidence that significant cognitive processing occurs

preattentively or in the absence of consciousness. Furthermore, even

when consciousness occurs, it does not necessarily reflect ongoing
cognitive processing (i.e., does not accurately reflect current mental
representation). As far as is known, consciousness does not occur in
the absence of mental representation, although the presence of mental
representation does not guarantee the presence of consciousness.

Thus, mental representation of some sort appears necessary but not
sufficient for consciousness. Consistent with suggestions by Baars
(1988), contrastive analyses of mental representation of when one

cognitive activity is accompanied by consciousness and a second cog-
nitive activify is not accompanied by consciousness (e.g., as in Table

1) holds particular promise for increasing understanding of
consciousness.
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Laboratory data and clinical findings suggest mental representation
is separable from consciousness. Which correspondences between the
represented world and the conscious worid are critical for conscious-
ness? When correspondences between the represented world and the
representing world are considered, alarge number ofcorrespondences
can be observed (e.g., connection weights in network models, sec-
ond-order isomorphism in imagery). An analogue or spatial represen-
tation would certainly exhibit different correspondences than would a
digital or propositional representation, but how would these different
correspondences impact consciousness? When correspondences
between the representing world and the conscious world are consid-
ered, consciousness appears very limited, and conscious experience
of only a small percentage of the elements in the represented world
occurs. It isn't clear what elements of a representation result in con-
sciousness, or even if representation must occur within an explicitly
cognitive (i.e., information-processing) system in order to exhibit or
achieve consciousness. If 'consciousness is a word worn smooth by a
million tongues' (Miller, 1962), the road between mental representa-
tion and consciousness remains a rough and rocky trail.5
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